ABSTRACT. This paper presents some graph-theoretic questions from the viewioint of the portion of category theory which has become common knowledge. In particular, the reader is encouraged to consider whether there is only one natural category of graphs and how theories of directed graphs and undirected graphs are related.
combinatorics which leans towards defining graphs in terms of adjacency properties of a set of vertices, which restrict the available objects and ignores the relations between them, while category theory emphasizes the structure preserving mappings (morphisms) and gives its best results where one is able to construct objects "freely determined by some properties".
Our first observation is that directed graphs are easier to describe than undirected graphs. In Section 2, we construct categories which give satisfactory descriptions of a category of directed graphs and which have simple categorical descriptions (as functor categories). The construction of a category of undirected graphs is discussed in Section 3.
Second, vertices and edges have traditionally been considered to be different things, but Ribenboim treated vertices as being degenerate edges. In Section 2, we study the relationship between the categories of directed graphs which model these two definitions. In Section 4, we observe that the "Cartesian" structure has more intuitively satisfying properties when the vertices are considered as degenerate edges.
Section 3 is devoted to recapturing an undirected graph from one of its canonically generated directed graphs. This process uses the theory of monads which stems from the definition of "algebraic structure" in the context of category theory.
TWO POSSIBLE DEFINITIONS OF "DIRECTED GRAPH"
In order to describe a directed graph G, one first specifies a set V of vertices and a set E of . Each edge is considered as starting at a vertex, called its origin and going to another vertex, called its terminal. Actually, these assignments define functions o (for origin) and t (for terminal) from E to V. This definition allows oriented graphs to have multiple (el,e 2 e E with e I e2, o(e I) o(e 2) and t(e I) t(e2)) and (e e E with o(e) t(e)).
Often, such graphs are excluded in combinatorlal graph theory problems.
This definition is equivalent to defining a directed graph as a functor from should be a natural transformation between these functors. Such {(a,a'),(a,b'),(b,a'),(b,b')}; e[l] {(e,e')}; P(61)(e,e')= (a,a'); and p(0)(e,e,) (b,b') (see Figure 3 ). Figure 4 ). Similarly, the edge set of OU is given by the set T(PE,U). The A==-morphism 
T:V E induces a map T(PT,U):T(PE,U) T(PV,U

OU)[I] T(PE,U) and I(U) V(U) x E(U).
In addition, the terminal map
is given by the natural projection of I(U) on V(U). Note that equivalence of categories is weaker than isomorphism. In particular, into the algebraic structure in Ribenboim [6] .) Curiously, the definition in Ribenboim [5, 6] 
